We continue our cycle of monthly messages for 2017 with the message from
July 1, 2009 for our prayer groups and personal reflection.
July 1, 2009
Jesus
My dear apostles, how grateful you will be that I have given you these
opportunities to serve. You will look back at your time on earth and you will see
that the opportunities I gave to you to serve others as apostles, were truly My
greatest acts of mercy to you. You see that My service requires sacrifice. You see
that often My service causes you suffering and perhaps you think that it would
be easier to live your life without such a call to serve. It is true that often by
rejecting My call to service in a day, you can diminish your immediate suffering.
I acknowledge this truth. It is evident to all that service to Jesus Christ comes
with an enhanced call to sacrifice. While I acknowledge this, I ask that you, too,
acknowledge this. You are giving Me your day and I am then taking you from
things that would give you instant gratification and asking you to delay
gratification for the sake of others. It can appear in these moments of your life
that you are giving something up. What you do not see is that the more you serve
Me and the more you abandon yourself to My call, the more grace you receive.
You are giving up earthly pleasures and receiving a constant stream of heavenly
pleasures. Compare the two. Earthly pleasures last for moments. Heavenly
pleasures last for eternity. Perhaps you do not understand the difference. Only in
heaven will you have complete understanding but let it be noted that heavenly
pleasures come through you, blessing you, and then spread out, blessing all those
around you. Your soul is open to receiving heavenly graces, not just for you but
for the whole world. Imagine how beautiful a soul looks to heaven when that soul
is an open recipient of heavenly graces. Thank you for helping heaven. Thank
you for helping those around you. And thank you for helping Me. Regardless of
your suffering and regardless of your sacrifices, there will be a moment when
you will thank Me for allowing you to participate in this, My renewal.
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